April 28, 2020
VIA ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION
Attn:
Re:

Vanessa A. Countryman, Secretary, Securities and Exchange Commission
Management’s Discussion and Analysis, Selected Financial Data, and
Supplementary Financial Information, 85 Fed. Reg. 12,068 (proposed February
28, 2020; File No. S7–01–20, RIN 3235–AM48)

The Institute for Policy Integrity (“Policy Integrity”) at New York University School of Law
respectfully submits the following comments to the Securities and Exchange Commission
(“SEC”) regarding a proposed rule modifying Regulation S-K, which governs reporting
requirements for public companies (“Proposed Rule”).1 Policy Integrity is a non-partisan think
tank dedicated to improving the quality of government decisionmaking through advocacy and
scholarship in the fields of administrative law, economics, and public policy.
Our comments focus on the SEC’s failure to specifically require disclosure of risks relating to
climate change in the Proposed Rule. Climate change presents significant risks to U.S. firms on
an investor-relevant timeframe, and investors have increasingly demanded more climate risk
disclosure. The Proposed Rule’s reliance on a principles-based materiality standard will produce
insufficient disclosure due to the distinctive features of climate risks. Climate risks are economywide impacts in which the future increasingly diverges from past experience, and predicting such
risks requires more granular data than is typically disclosed in financial reporting. These features
interact with firm decisionmakers’ cognitive biases and misaligned incentives in ways that create
information asymmetries between corporations and their shareholders and result in inefficient
allocations of capital. Voluntary disclosure regimes do not provide sufficient information
because they are non-universal, non-standardized, and subject to a lower level of scrutiny.
Accordingly, SEC should adopt a more specific line-item approach to climate risk reporting,
similar to the framework suggested under the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial
Disclosures (“TCFD”). This approach will limit the discretion afforded to managers and
encourage corporate preparedness for climate change.
I.

U.S. Firms Face Material Risks From Climate Change on an Investor-Relevant
Timeframe

The planet is warming, the climate is changing, and human activity is the cause. Increased
concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the atmosphere have caused global average
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temperatures to rise at a current rate of about 0.2°C per decade.2 The Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) has found that human activity has caused around 1°C of global
warming since 1850, with substantially greater warming in some regions, such as the Arctic.3
If GHG emissions continue at their current rate, global average surface temperatures could rise
by more than 4°C above pre-industrial levels by 2100.4 Additional increases in global
temperatures will increase the risk and severity of natural disasters such as floods, heatwaves,
wildfires, and storms, as well as cause or exacerbate chronic problems such as sea level rise,
desertification and water shortages.5 These acute and chronic dangers pose a major threat to
human life as well as the U.S. and global economies.
The IPCC and others have therefore advocated concerted action by countries and firms to reduce
GHG emissions, with a goal of keeping total warming to 1.5°C or less by reducing global GHG
emissions by 2030 and reaching net-zero emissions by 2050.6 This goal has been embraced to
varying degrees by U.S. peer countries as well as American cities, states and businesses.7 The
transition to a low or zero-carbon economy will entail substantial disruption of its own, creating
both risks and opportunities.
Financial risk factors for firms relating to climate change come in two forms: physical risks and
transition risks. Both forms of risk can negatively affect firms through multiple channels and on
multiple timeframes. However, even incomplete estimates show that the risks are enormous: a
survey of voluntary disclosures from 215 of the world’s 500 largest firms showed approximately
$1 trillion in climate-related risks.8 These risks are also occurring over an investor-relevant time
frame. For example, climate change-related extreme weather could cost the Gulf Coast states
$18-23 billion annually by 2030.9 The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
found that climate change could force 100 million people into poverty by 2030.10
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Physical risks arise from climate and weather-related events, such as heat waves, droughts,
floods, storms and sea level rise. Physical risks can be both acute (such as a hurricane) or chronic
(such as water shortages linked to shrinking overall resources).11 These risks may produce direct
damage to firm assets and operations, indirect impacts from supply chain disruption, transport
challenges, and employee safety, and worse overall market performance due to a weaker
economy.12 The severity and likelihood of physical risks will increase over time as the planet
continues to warm, but U.S. firms are already facing climate change-related physical risks.
Worsening wildfires in California, for instance, caused severe financial pressure on Pacific Gas
& Electric, the state’s largest utility firm, leading the firm to declare bankruptcy in January
2019.13
Transition risks arise from an array of government and market responses to climate change.
These risks include reputational risks for carbon-emitting firms, shifting supply and demand for
products in response to efforts to reduce carbon emissions, regulatory efforts to reduce GHG
emissions, including carbon-trading or carbon tax schemes, disruptive technologies, and legal
risks from liability for emissions or insufficient disclosure.14 As concerted action to address
climate change increases, these risks (and associated opportunities) will intensify, but U.S. firms
are already facing climate change-related transition risks. For instance, the National Bureau of
Economic Research has found that investors are already demanding greater returns from firms
with higher carbon emissions in compensation for exposure to climate transition risks, although
due to a “coarse exclusionary approach” born from limited information, investors have shown a
“schizophrenic attitude.”15 Even absent concerted U.S. government action like a carbon tax, coal
producers and coal-fired power stations already face severe financial difficulties.16 Moreover, the
longer government action to address climate change is delayed, the more sharply disruptive
future policies will necessarily be.17
II.

Current Disclosure Regulations Do Not Yield Sufficient Disclosure of Climate Risks

Despite the magnitude of the risks presented by climate change, the current disclosure regime
does not enable the investing public to assess and incorporate climate risks into its analysis of
reporting companies. The risks presented by climate change are distinct from other risks in
several ways that cause them to be underappreciated and misreported by managers. The need for
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specific climate risk disclosure is further evidenced by investors’ and other stakeholders’ express
demands for such disclosure.
A. Existing Materiality Standards Do Not Result in Sufficient Disclosure
The general materiality standard that guides all disclosure under U.S. law is that a fact should be
disclosed if there is a “substantial likelihood” that it would be “viewed by the reasonable investor
as . . . significantly alter[ing] the ‘total mix’ of information made available.”18 While reporting
has improved since the SEC released its 2010 guidance on climate risk disclosure, disclosure
remains “quite limited in scope.”19 Moreover, even those firms which have voluntarily disclosed
climate risks have frequently underestimated them.20
Under a purely principles-based materiality standard, climate risks are likely to be underreported
because these risks are distinctive in ways that will produce information failures absent specific
disclosure requirements. The Commission must recognize these distinctive features of climate
risks—and the resultant information failures—in order to achieve the SEC’s stated purposes in
its proposed rulemaking: “reduc[ing] information asymmetry between registrants and
investors”21 and “allow[ing] investors to make more meaningful comparisons across firms and
make more informed investment decisions” and therefore causing “more value enhancing
projects [to] receive more capital allocation.”22
Climate risks are distinctive in at least five ways.23 First, many physical climate risks will occur
within the relevant horizon for valuing securities but outside of conventional risk assessment
horizons for firm decisionmakers with short-term incentives.24 Second, future risks increasingly
differ from risks in the past, meaning that past data cannot simply be projected forward, resulting
in “model risk.”25 Third, while the occurrence of any specific instance of climate risk is
unpredictable, a systemic increase in the risk and severity of the occurrence of physical and
transition risks is relatively certain.26 Fourth, climate risks are far-reaching and are likely to
affect every sector of the economy rather than narrowly targeting certain sectors and firms.
While some sectors, such as energy and agriculture, will be more exposed than others, the
physical risks of climate change are present for every firm.27 While large diversified investors
may be insulated from increased risk to any individual firm, they are not insulated from an
18
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increased level of systemic risk: for example, the CEO of major multinational insurance firm
AXA has declared that a world with 4°C of global warming would be “uninsurable.”28
Finally, climate risks are difficult to accurately assess without disclosure of asset-level data.29
Investors need information from corporate managers that is not typically disclosed in traditional
financial statements, such as the precise location of facilities, or where they obtain their water
resources as a production input. This information is not obtainable without corporate
cooperation, and firms are not likely to provide it without a specific mandate to do so.
The current principles-based approach in the Proposed Rule does not provide enough guidance
and incentive to corporate insiders to discover, organize, and disclose the climate-risk related
information material to investors. Corporate managers are likely to underreport climate risks for
many reasons, including incentives misaligned to the short-term, cognitive biases, and reliance
on outdated methods of risk assessment. A more detailed line-item approach to disclosure would
limit the broad discretion currently afforded to corporate managers and help overcome these
barriers to comprehensive reporting.
Corporate managers may have incentives to ignore longer-term risks because executive
compensation frequently depends on measures that reward short-term over long-term
performance.30 A drop in stock price may open up a manager to the risk of being fired, or ousted
in a proxy contest,31 so, in the interest of self-preservation, she may focus on focus on keeping
stock price high in the short term, even if that means sacrificing longer-term fundamental
value.32 Issuer-firm efforts to adapt to or mitigate climate change impacts may impose substantial
upfront costs—such as relocating facilities, or constructing seawalls—with only prospective
payoffs.33 It may be better, from a manager’s perspective, to ignore long-term risks and neglect
to devote resources to preparing for them. Publicly admitting the risks may depress the stock as it
provides new information to the market about fundamental values, damaging managers’ personal
financial position and perhaps job security. While internal investment in climate adaptation may
decrease revenue in the short term, it guards against future losses as future operations become
more resilient to climate risks. But this investment cannot begin until first individual managers,
and then the market, appreciate the challenges of climate change related risks.
28
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Some industries have adapted their compensation structures to counteract the underinvestment
pressure of general market short-termism, but these metrics may incentivize the wrong kind of
long-term goals, reinforcing the neglect of climate risk. In the fossil fuel industry, for example,
many companies have policies that tie executive compensation to metrics of exploration and
reserves replacement, rather than revenue. 34 This practice creates a particular incentive in an
industry where capital projects may not generate revenues for many years.35 However,
government policies sufficient to prevent cataclysmic levels of warming will require enormous
reductions in fossil fuel demand within the next decade, meaning that the assets that fossil fuel
executives are incentivized to develop could become “stranded” within an investor-relevant
timeframe.36
Without any willful deception, corporate insiders themselves may be unaware of mounting
climate exposures as they continue to rely on outdated methods of risk assessment. Financial
models that are employed to make internal capital allocation decisions, for example, often
employ backward-looking metrics of historical risk.37 In addition, managers may be accustomed
to relying on third-party insurance products to assess and price their company’s risk exposure.
But insurance premiums are typically re-assessed and paid on an annual basis.38 In a world of
non-linear climate responses, the price of insurance may dramatically skyrocket from one year to
the next, and certain assets may become uninsurable altogether.39 Relying on insurance to price
risks of investments that are expected to reap returns decades into the future results in a “duration
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mismatch”40 that may leave these assets stranded without insurance, leading to unrecoverable
losses in the event of a disaster. Finally, the entire capital stock of corporate America was built
using engineering specifications designed to endure certain temperature and weather extremes
that may be regularly exceeded under a climate-changed world.41 A facility that was built to
withstand a “100-year flood” may now have a much higher likelihood of failure. Line-item
disclosures can hasten the discovery of these latent risks.
Further, and relatedly, corporate managers are subject to cognitive biases that may lead them to
undervalue climate risks because of th distinctive characteristics of those risks. For instance,
availability bias may cause decisionmakers to undervalue climate risks if climate change-related
economic or human costs have not yet happened to them or to firms like them.42 Unless a firm
has suffered direct or indirect costs from climate change in the recent past, these issues may
remain under-considered in risk assessment. Similarly, relevance bias, and related present bias,
may cause decisionmakers to undervalue temporally remote climate risks and apply improperly
steep discount rates to far-off but severe climate risks.43 “Professional bias” or reliance on
conventional wisdom by management professionals may exacerbate model risk and lead to
underestimation of the costs of inaction.44 In the face of great uncertainty around the future of
carbon regulation, for example, managers may disregard future scenarios for decreased oil
demand that are well within the realm of possibility and focus instead on more favorable
predicted pathways.45
Because corporate insiders themselves might not be aware of the risks their companies face, a
principles-based approach is inferior to a more detailed line-item structure, which would force
companies to consider risks they may otherwise neglect. Disclosure is typically thought of as
forcing corporate managers—who have the best information about the risks their companies
face—to tell their shareholders about these risks. In the case of climate change, informational
40
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asymmetry alone does not adequately describe the market’s failure to price climate risk. While
managers certainly know more about where their own facilities are located, where their
consumers are based, and over which routes their supply chains travel, they are not necessarily
up to date on the scientific cutting edge, or even consensus, about climate change’s physical
impacts. The publicly available information on the likelihood of climate risks, published in
scientific journals, must be applied to asset-level, company-specific details. Many of these
details are publicly available, but they require research and effort to uncover and may not be
centrally located or listed in a usable format. It is this mismatch – the lack of a link between
information that managers know about their companies with the information climate experts
know about the coming changes to the planet – that line-item disclosures could help address.
In sum, a detailed rule-based requirement would both overcome decisionmaker incentives to
downplay climate risks and address inadvertent neglect of climate change from cognitive biases
and model risk.
B. Stakeholders Are Demanding Disclosure of Climate Risks
Investor demand for environmental risk disclosure shows both that these risks are material and
that the current disclosure regime is not sufficient. Investors are increasingly considering climate
change in their capital allocation decisions and are demanding more information to guide their
decisions.46 For example, 450 investors collectively managing more than $40 trillion in assets
have joined the coalition Climate Action 100+ and pledged to secure commitments from
portfolio companies to provide climate risk disclosure.47 Larry Fink, the CEO of the world’s
largest asset manager, BlackRock,48 recently sent a letter directly to CEOs calling for
widespread, standardized disclosure of sustainability risks for shareholders.49
This demand for improved disclosure of environmental risks was also evident in the response to
the Commission’s 2016 Concept Release: over two-thirds of the 276 comment letters called for
“improved sustainability-related disclosure in SEC filings and/or a market standard for such
disclosure.”50 One comment letter on behalf of 120 institutional investors representing more than
$14 trillion in assets outlined a set of specific sustainability- and climate-related disclosures that
the Commission should require, such as water disclosure, carbon asset risk disclosure, climate
risk disclosure by insurers, and deforestation risk disclosure.51
46
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Financial regulators in many other jurisdictions have recognized the need for climate risk
disclosure. According to the TFCD, 36 central banks and supervisors encourage reporting under
the TFCD system.52 In the United Kingdom, the Bank of England has announced a 2021 climaterisk-oriented “stress test” of financial institutions53 and the autonomous Financial Conduct
Authority has proposed a “comply-or-explain” rule for climate risk disclosures.54 In Canada, the
Canadian Securities Administrators (a collective of provincial securities regulators) issued
guidance in August 2019 reinforcing existing climate risk disclosure requirements under their
environmental risk disclosure framework.55
III.

Existing Voluntary Disclosure Regimes Do Not Yield Sufficient Disclosure of
Climate Risks

Although some companies have started to voluntarily report their climate risks, voluntary
disclosure regimes are not sufficient to address the urgency and deficit of information.
First, voluntary disclosures are insufficient because they are not universal. Although disclosures
under regimes like the TCFD are a step in the right direction, more than half of the 250 largest
U.S. companies still report no climate-related financial risks.56 And smaller firms are even less
likely to disclose climate risks.57
Without enforcement, companies can pick and choose which categories of risk they disclose. As
of 2018, the average company provided less than 4 of the 11 disclosure metrics recommended
under the TCFD.58 Firms have been slow to employ scenario analysis and discuss climate-related
operational risk. As such, an investor looking to evaluate climate-related risks for a company that
has not provided disclosure—or all the metrics necessary to get a clear picture—will not be able
to make investment decisions accordingly. At the same time, the significant amount of reporting
evident from this data that has occurred on a voluntary basis suggests that companies are capable
of providing meaningful, timely data on environmental risks in a cost-effective manner.
Second, voluntary disclosures are insufficient because they result in disparate, nonstandardized
disclosures that are difficult for stakeholders to analyze and compare across companies.
Companies that do choose to report climate risks can do so under a wide array of frameworks,
including the TCFD, CDP (formerly the Carbon Disclosure Project), the Sustainability
Accounting Standards Board, the Global Reporting Initiative, and many more. The multiplicity
of voluntary reporting standards is challenging to investors because they must reconcile
52
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AUTHORITY (Mar. 6, 2020), https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/fca-announces-proposals-improve-climaterelated-disclosures-listed-companies.
55
Canadian Securities Administrators, CSA Staff Notice 51-358 Reporting of Climate Change-related Risks,
ONTARIO SECURITIES COMMISSION (Aug. 1, 2019), https://www.osc.gov.on.ca/documents/en/SecuritiesCategory5/csa_20190801_51-358_reporting-of-climate-change-related-risks.pdf.
56
The Conference Board, Companies Have Significantly Increased Disclosure on Sustainability Issues, But
Pressure to Do More Continues (Feb. 10, 2020),
https://www.sustainability-reports.com/companies-have-significantly-increased-disclosure-on-sustainability-issuesbut-pressure-to-do-more-continues/.
57
Id.
58
TCFD Status Report, supra note 38 at 8.
53
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corporate sustainability disclosures as best as they can before trying to draw comparisons among
companies.63 As a result, 75% of investors called for a single reporting standard in a recent
survey.64
Finally, voluntary disclosures are subject to a significantly lower level of scrutiny, leading to
doubts about the quality of the information provided. Among the S&P 500 companies, most
sustainability and environmental disclosures lack external assurance and the vast majority of
external assurance is done on only a fraction of the information provided.65 As a result of the
lack of third-party audits, investors harbor doubts about current corporate sustainability
disclosures.66 Investors relying on inaccurate and incomplete disclosure might have better access
to legal remedies if those misleading statements were made pursuant to federal regulations rather
than voluntary sustainability reporting.67
Without regulatory oversight companies may systematically underestimate their risk exposures.69
When voluntarily disclosing their environmental risks to CDP, more than 1,000 U.S.
manufacturing companies report they anticipate no climate-related risks.70 The total value of
aggregated climate-related financial risks reported through both voluntary and mandatory
corporate disclosures amount to mere tens of billions of dollars of potential negative impact.71
This amount diverges from top-down projections of climate costs to financial assets by at least
two orders of magnitude, suggesting gross and systemic underreporting of risk.72
In addition to reliability, external auditing can serve an important information-forcing function:
in the course of the audit, an independent party probes the disclosures, tests them, and deepens
corporate management’s own thinking about them. Samantha Ross, former Special Counsel at

63

Sara Bernow et al., Refining Sustainability Reporting for Investors, MCKINSEY & COMPANY,
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/sustainability/our-insights/more-than-values-the-value-basedsustainability-reporting-that-investors-want (last visited Apr. 11, 2020).
64
Id.
65
Jon Lukomnik, State of Integrated and Sustainability Reporting 2018, HARV. L. SCH. F. CORP. GOVERNANCE
(Dec. 3, 2018), https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2018/12/03/state-of-integrated-and-sustainability-reporting-2018/
(reporting that only 36% of sustainability report include external assurance and about 90% of that assurance pertains
to only some data).
66
See Bernow et al., supra note 74 (finding that 97% of investors surveyed believed that sustainability measures
should be audited in some way and 67% said that the audits should be as rigorous as financial audits); see also
PWC, MIND THE GAP: THE CONTINUED DIVIDE BETWEEN INVESTORS AND CORPORATES ON ESG (Feb. 2019),
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/assets/pwc-esg-divide-investors-corporates.pdf (explaining that many asset
managers rely on unverified third party datasets of environmental risk information that can only be improved and
made more accurate through corporate participation and disclosure).
67
Tom Riesenberg & Alan Beller, Sustainability Accounting Standards and SEC Filings, HARV. L. SCH. FORUM
CORP. GOV (Jun. 5, 2019),
https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2019/06/05/sustainability-accounting-standards-and-sec-filings/
69
For example, fossil fuel companies, in their voluntary reporting to CDP report in the aggregate “more
opportunities than risks” from climate change. CDP, MAJOR RISK OR ROSY OPPORTUNITY: ARE COMPANIES READY
FOR CLIMATE CHANGE? (2019).
70
Id. (showing that 1041 manufacturing companies report no climate-related risk, as compared to 300 reporting
physical risks, 326 reporting transition risks, and 472 reporting both).
71
Goldstein et al., supra note 20 at 20.
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Id.
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the SEC, has argued that the auditing process results in more rigorous disclosure, providing a
substantial benefit to boards, management, and investors.73
In short, only a system of mandatory disclosure of climate risks, unlike a voluntary disclosure
system, can provide investors with disclosures that are universal, standardized, and reliable.
Further, the Proposed Rule’s principles-based materiality standard does little to address the
unique characteristics of climate risks that make them particularly likely to be underassessed and
underdisclosed by issuers.74 Policy Integrity urges the SEC to adopt a mandatory climate-risk
reporting regime with concrete guidance and required categories of disclosure. This approach
will limit the discretion afforded to managers and encourage internal corporate preparedness for
climate change.
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See Joint Statement of Commissioners Robert J. Jackson, Jr. and Allison Herren Lee on Proposed Changes to
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